
 

 

 

 

 ACTIVITIES 

 

 
During the week 

City Tour  You will discover all the secrets  

   of Cologne with local tour guides.  

   Not only the historical centre,    

>>2 hours>>  the 2000 year-old history,   

   the cathedral of Cologne, the Rhine  

   and the St. Martin will impress you!  

 

 

 
Ludwig Museum Contemporary art from the time of 

   German expressionism until Pop Art 

>>3 hours>>  Warhol, Picasso, Lichtenstein and 

   Beckmann are all in a building for 

   everyone that loves art! 

 

 

 

Kölnisches  The Kölnisches Stadtmuseum has 

Stadtmuseum been collecting and looking after

   objects relating to the history of

   Cologne from the Middle Ages right 

>>2 hours>>  up to the present day. And not 

   behind closed doors, but actively

   and publicly with exhibitions and

   educational services. 
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Botanical   The Botanical cultivates more than 

Garden  10.000 different species from all

   the different climate zones around 

>>2 hours>>  the world.  

 

 

 

Zoo   Cologne Zoo is one the oldest and

  most visited zoo’s in Germany.  

>>3 hours>> More than 10.000 from about 700 

different species are waiting! 

  

 

 

Minigolf   Play Minigolf in an 3D underwater

  world or in the space! Due to  

     >>2 hours>>           Blacklight and 3D effects you feel

              like you are in a different world! 

 

 

 

Go-Kart  Just outside of Cologne is the 

  German capital of motor sports! 

  Kerpen the hometown of  

  Graf Berghe-von-Trips Germany’s 

>>3 hours>>  first formular one driver and of 

                       course Michael Schumacher the

             formular one record world 

             champion! Race with your friends

             on Michael Schumachers indoor or

             outdoor track.  
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Trampoline Park Trampoline Park is a new way for 

   people of all ages to really have fun 

>>3 hours>>  while getting in shape at the same

   time.       

 

 

 

Kolumba   A secret garden, stone ruins, a 

Museum                 uniquely dense archaeological site 

>>2 hours>>            and inside a museum of the 

   Archdiocese of Cologne with 

   regular altering exhibitions.  

 

 

 

Kölner Dom The most famous building of 

Cologne! An episcobal Church of 

the Archdiocese of Cologne and 

>>2 hours>>            UNESCO World Heritage Site. Visit 

the inside of this impressive 

architectural master piece, stroll 

through the treasure chamber and 

climb up the tower to overlook 

Cologne! 

 

 

 

Sports  In Cologne’s “Grüngürtel” and rhine

  meadows are several sports  

>>2 hours>>  grounds available to play football, 

  beach-volleyball, basketball, tennis. 
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On weekends 

 

Aachen  Aachen is situated right at the 

   border to Belgium and the 

   Netherlands. The city is famous it’s 

>>8 hours>>  long history and  therethrough 

              cultural, archeological and 

   architectural heritage. Aachen used

   to be the royal residence of King

   Karl dem Großen and place for 

   the coronation of the   

   roman-german royals. 

 

 

 

Bonn   Home of the United Nations and

   former political capital of Germany 

>>8 hours>>  and one of Germany’s  oldest cities.  

   The most famous son of Bonn is

   Ludwig van Beethoven the 

   legendary composer.    

 

 

 

Düsseldorf             The capital of North Rhine Westfalia

   just 30 minutes north from 

>>8 hours>>            Cologne. Famous for it’s luxury 

   shopping street called Königsallee

   and the historic city centre known

   as the longest bar in the world. 
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Koblenz       The 2000-year-old town is situated

   in the landscape of the Rhine and 

>>8 hours>>  Moselle! This promenade provides

   to every and each visitor a relaxed

   and happy atmosphere! 

 

 

 

Drachenfels  The hill of Drachenfels was formed 

   by rising magma and is like a place 

>>8 hours>>  that comes from a fairytale! 

   Between Königswinter and Bad

   Honnef provides a great view to

   Rhine and to the region of Bonn

   and is a favourite hiking  

   destination. 
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